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The demand for online consulting services is growing in sectors like education, finance, health, agriculture, etc. As the internet is reaching
more remote parts of the world, the consulting business is further booming, and several new startups are coming up. Enterprises are trying to
make the most of this opportunity by creating a global platform for themselves.

Consultancy business owners are continually looking for opportunities to expand and grow. The online presence of a consultancy firm
plays a significant role in its success and survival. 

The global pandemic of 2020 gave rise to psychiatry teleconsultation by 200
percent.  
The online education market is speculated to be at $350 billion by the year 2025. 
New age online fitness startups are an Emerging. The fitness industry is expected to
gain a market share of $32 billion by 2022.  
More than 3/4th of consumers seek legal services online instead of approaching an
attorney offline.

Here is a look at some facts to highlight the importance of online consultancy business:

An Overview of the Online Consultation Marketplace1.

Often entrepreneurs tend to overlook the importance of a reliable online solution partner in
developing an online consultancy business. Let’s know more in this e-book.

https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/500-spike-in-online-medical-consultation-under-lockdown-practo-report-120062201323_1.html
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/04/coronavirus-education-global-covid19-online-digital-learning/
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/sports/fitso-raises-15-million-pre-series-a-funding-from-sri-capital-others/article29382442.ecehttps://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/sports/fitso-raises-15-million-pre-series-a-funding-from-sri-capital-others/article29382442.ece
https://chamlin-rosen.com/blog/how-to-connect-with-an-attorney-without-leaving-home/


2. Developing an Online Consultation Platform from
Scratch

Business owners should understand which method will suit their approach. Developing a consultation
platform from scratch is suitable for complex business processes. It also requires more time and
investment during the development phase. 

Readymade solutions are commonly known as clones/scripts that give users a platform for running the
business with very little investment. These platforms are built as per the requirements of a specific
industry or business and come with all the necessary features for managing the same. Moreover, the
users get to customise the solution according to their requirements.

Most entrepreneurs tend to find themselves in a clueless position when planning and launching their online
consultation marketplace. Choosing the right development method becomes tricky if one does not know the
diverse aspects of online consultation.

There are two popular methods for the development of online consultation platform:

Scratch
development
Predefined solution



3. Must-Have Features of Online Consultation Platform

It is an essential feature for an online consultancy platform
that will help professionals and businesses connect with
clients effectively. This feature will help clients and
professionals communicate seamlessly with one another in
real-time. Currently, the majority of companies prefer video
communication as their primary mode of communication as
it offers greater flexibility than other modes of
communication.

Video chat Chat Text Messaging

It is one of the most common modes of communicating
online. According to statistics, almost 70% of internet users
prefer texting to communicate with businesses. The chat
feature also allows professionals to interact with their clients
efficiently. It facilitates faster redressal of queries and
questions from the client

Consultation Scheduling Feature

This feature allows users to check experts availability to help
them schedule appointments as per their preferred day and
timing. Likewise, professionals can also update their
availability as per schedule.

Multiple Payment Options

Businesses willing to have a global presence must integrate
multiple payment processing systems in their online platform.
It helps in attracting more users without interrupting online
transactions.

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/study-shows-us-customers-prefer-texting-with-businesses-300974034.html#:~:text=The%20survey%20showed%20that%20across,and%20other%20forms%20of%20communication.


Developing an online consultancy business from scratch is quite difficult, even though high demands and technologies have evolved
significantly, building a successful online consultation platform is still tricky. Entrepreneurs should clearly understand that there is no
shortcut for launching a promising business idea in the form of an online consultation platform. One must always have a sound strategy and
knowledge of best practices to grow and expand in this highly competitive market. 

Today, many online marketplaces and consultancy platforms are operating on a global scale.
Entrepreneurs are getting inspired by these success stories. However, they sometimes do not know how
to get started. The following section of this piece will help understand the working of online consultation
marketplace, various marketplace ideas, and ways of turning an idea into a successful business.

The online marketplace consultation business is booming and is expected to reach 1.5 trillion by 2022.
Various online consultancy platforms' success proves that it is a highly scalable model suitable for almost
every domain. In the coming years, the sector will witness multiple innovations. It is a perfect time to get into
the online consultation business.

Getting Started With an Online Marketplace Consultation
Business
Online consultation platforms allow users and professionals to find each other, facilitate
online transactions, and eventually generate revenue in the form of marketplace fees.

It is essential to have a complete overview of various aspects that play significant role in the success of online consultation platforms



Every time a user comes across an online consultation platform, they notice design and usability. Capturing the user in the first
few seconds is what makes an online platform successful. Similarly, if the users find the service useful, they will eventually
recommend it to their friends and colleagues.

Businesses can take references from already successful models and then eventually build upon them. The success of online
platforms never goes unnoticed, and business owners can learn from existing online business models.

Also, online business models are capable of generating more funds than traditional web
platforms. Despite being a young industry with excellent growth potential and a total value
of $250 billion, a collaborative economy will soon be the next big thing. 

One of the primary reasons for an online consultancy platform's success is scalability, where
one need not require a vast inventory to run. Enterprises in this sector require minimal
investment for running and expansion. The most crucial element here is to convince the
target customer base in using one's services.

https://www.consultancy.org/consulting-industry/global


Consultancy is very different from coaching. It is a mode of helping others with expertise. Consultants are available for every domain in the
industry. Their charges vary depending on the type of services on offer. The consultancy business gives the entrepreneur flexibility to set their
niche, product or service range, and target audience with minimum investment However, building up a reputable presence takes time, and
maintaining clientele is even more difficult. Online consultancy businesses can turn any knowledge into a type of service. Following are few
ideas to consider

4. Types of Online Consultancy Businesses You Can Start

Every business idea requires adequate professional guidance to establish itself successfully in the market. Even when a business is off to an
excellent start, it needs to put in sufficient effort to hold onto the audience; this is where online marketplace consultancy services come into
play.

It gave birth to a virtual ecosystem where medical practitioners and patients can participate in remote
appointments. Online consultation marketplaces offer doctors an opportunity to connect with multiple
patients at the same time, virtually. Telemedicine allows doctors to diagnose and treat patients through
online platforms. It is highly effective in lowering the excessive pressure on healthcare facilities around the
world. 

Telemedicine Or Health Care
After the global break out of covid-19, the entire world went into a restructuring stage. People needed to
isolate themselves indoors, which created a massive demand for online services and virtual reality. The
healthcare industry all around the world came under tremendous pressure

Medical consultants started reaching out to patients via various online platforms. Doctors were permitted
to provide telemedicine consultation to patients located in different parts of the world. These practices
created a massive demand for online medical consultancy platforms.



There is always a demand for one-on-one help in lessons and co-curricular activities. Online education helps add
more value to the preparation process, students are now able to learn from educators located in different parts
of the world unlike conventional teaching that primarily entails grades and exercises. Further, e-learning courses
offer comprehensive assistance to every candidate.

Any online consultation service requires mutual trust between the service provider and the client
irrespective of the domain. Both the parties will be satisfied when they get constructive solutions
to overcome upcoming challenges. Fitness consultation is one of the many such domains that
requires the customer's trust and proficiency of the service provider.

Fitness has become one of the biggest priorities in many people's lives, and it has created
an excellent ecosystem for online fitness consultation platforms. The demand for such
services increased further after the global break out of covid-19—implementation of new
rules and regulations compelled fitness enthusiasts to rely on online consultation services.

To become a successful fitness expert online, one must have qualities to differentiate them from
others. It's not just about knowledge and expertise but also branding and quality of content. Online
branding always helps in attracting more potential customers to online platforms. 

E-learning

Several online platforms have come up with this idea, offering one-on-one classes for various grades, subjects,
and competitive exams. Moreover, parents and guardians find this mode a lot more trustworthy and
knowledgeable than conventional tutorial classes

Fitness



Another critical factor is understanding the target audience's needs. It is one of the most challenging aspects of setting up an online platform.
Both the customer and the expert should know each other's interests. Platforms that provide well-structured fitness programs become the
most reliable and trusted fitness partner of the target audience.

Online legal consultation services help people find attorneys available in their area. They can contact
lawyers or send the details of their case over the internet, when required. Online consultation services
give clients the option to choose from a list of available lawyers. It helps them to get an idea of the
possible direction of their concerned case.

To become a successful fitness expert online, one must have qualities to differentiate them from others. It's not just about knowledge and
expertise but also branding and quality of content. Online branding always helps in attracting more potential customers to online platforms. 

Lawyer

People often find themselves in difficult situations when there is an immediate need for legal assistance.
While the traditional means of meeting and consulting a lawyer takes up a lot of time, the emergence of
online lawyer consultation services lets individuals and businesses reach out to multiple attorneys
simultaneously. It allows them to speak about their issues or the type of the case faster; and the best part
is it's cheaper.



Digital platforms straightforwardly provide access to forecasting by following ancient principles of scientific
astrology. Users can get help in different parts of their lives like love, marriage, family career, health, and
relationship. 

Online astrology services also have reputed astrologers who provide expert horoscope reports on demand.
Sometimes, online astrology offers a free online horoscope service for all zodiac signs. Users get answers to all
their queries and horoscope analysis that will guide them in the right direction. There is a massive demand for
online horoscope and astrology services as the users can make the best use of their time and money,
simultaneously. These online platforms also help users know about the best time to start a new business or move
into a new home.

Modern online astrology platforms integrate multiple payment gateways to help clients choose their preferred
payment mode. Each type of service has its corresponding rate and is much more affordable than the traditional
form of consultation. Some of the online astrology services also provide video chat features. 

Online astrology consultation service has become the most effective means of getting horoscope updates and
other related services. These platforms allow visitors to consult with an astrologer from other countries over the
internet. 

Online astrology consultation services are becoming more popular due to easy availability and
convenience. Traditional astrologers are eventually falling behind modern astrology software and web-
based services. Online astrology consultation offers easy reach to anyone with a computer and internet
connection

Astrologers



5. Challenges Faced While Managing Online Consultation
Marketplace

Online consultancy marketplaces have become an essential part of individuals and businesses across various domains. However, consultancy
platforms face a series of challenges in their day-to-day operations. New business models, disruptive technology, and intense competition
among rivals are gradually transforming the digital ecosystem. The following section of this e-book focuses on understanding the various
challenges that online consultation businesses face and how they will affect the industry in the coming days. Here is a list of difficulties that
management consulting firms must overcome to survive in this competitive marketplace.

Need for New Skills

As of now, there are two common approaches for the integration of new skills. The first is the up-skilling of the existing
staff members, and the second is hiring individuals who already possess those skills. In online consultancy, marketplace
firms have started using both these approaches, but each has its own set of challenges. 

One of the most significant concerns for online consultancy firms is the need for new skills and management
capabilities. The emergence of new techniques and technologies has put consultancy businesses under tremendous
pressure of incorporating latest technology. If they fail to sustain the changing market trends, competitors will soon
take over. Having the right set of people with proper knowledge and skills is essential for adapting to new technologies.

Training the existing workforce drains valuable resources and time. On the other hand, hiring new talent in this competitive market is also
very expensive. Leading consultancy platforms always aim to maintain a talented pool of employees to keep up with the changing trends.



With the massive number of online consultancy firms cropping up, the competition has increased by several
folds. It may even be a potential threat to the existence of organisations in the digital marketplace.

The online consultancy marketplace is changing rapidly and is giving a tough time to businesses of all sizes.
While emerging platforms do not have adequate investment, established businesses lack active business
models to stay afloat in the competitive market. 

Implementation of new technologies is further threatening the existence of popular, yet conventional service-
based organisations. Consultancy firms with no new techniques are anxious about their sustainability in the
online marketplace.

Acute Shortage of Talent
 Another significant challenge for online consultancy firms is finding the right talent. It's not just about

management of consultancy firms, but professional services across various industry sectors struggle to find a
qualified workforce. Further, the increasing number of recruiters has made the task of winning a talent even
more difficult. 

Earlier, the shortage of talent was not a concern, as firms continued to use the same set of tools and
technologies for years. However, today, an acute shortage of skilled individuals has compelled consultancy firms
to define their requirements clearly. Consultancy services must establish themselves as a reputed workplace for
attracting aspiring talents. According to a report, a good work environment attracts and retains top skills in the
industry.

 Increased competition

https://www.bizjournals.com/triangle/news/2019/08/29/attracting-and-retaining-top-talent-5-ways-to-make.html


The growing use of the internet, social media platforms and online services have changed how people use and
perceive various goods and services.

It has even changed the way referrals reach prospective consumers. People now get to know about various products
and services through different marketing modes. Modern onsite and offsite content marketing tools and programs
have become essential to engage more audiences. The success of online marketing is convincing businesses of all
sizes to build an excellent online reputation. 

However, online consultancy marketplaces that lack proper equipment are falling back. Competing in this rapidly
changing market is indeed a challenge for most online consultancy services.

 Changes in the Buyer’s Preferences

Unpredictability

The unpredictability of the online consultancy marketplace is always on the minds of consultancy agencies. The
consultancy industry is changing fast, and firms need to develop new business models to stay afloat in the online
market. There are multiple factors responsible for the unpredictability of the online constancy marketplace.
Business owners must evaluate every aspect to ensure sustainability.

Changes in the business development model and the emergence of new technologies have further increased the
online consultation marketplace's unpredictability. 



The entire ecosystem is evolving rapidly, as a result of which, acquisition and mergers are taking place frequently. The
marketplace will continue to grow at this pace, and only businesses that can adapt with the uncertainty will survive.

The online consultancy marketplace is no exception to the rapid technological advancements. Businesses will
eventually have to adapt to the latest technologies and techniques to give rise to new brand standards in the coming
days.

Rapid Technological Advancements



6. Post Pandemic Strategies to Grow Your Online
Consultancy Business

Online consultancy platforms struggling to bring in new customers must focus on their existing customer base. Some
businesses are creating new campaigns and services as per the unique requirements of the clients. The current pandemic
situation may have a short-term effect on the cash flow, but the existing customers will eventually help online consultancy
platforms stand back.

Online consultancy services that have lost their valuable clients can consider advertising on social media handles to attract
potential clients. Social media marketing is one of the most efficient and affordable tools for engaging new customers.

As the world continues to fight against the covid-19, businesses need to figure out the strategies to survive in the post covid
market. The pandemic has certainly increased digitisation across the globe, creating new opportunities for online platforms.

Focus on Existing Customers

Investing in Social Media Marketing

Offering Multiple Services to a Single Platform
Lockdown and travel restrictions have compelled people around the world to become
more dependent on online services. Online consultancy marketplaces should focus on
increasing their digital presence. It will help them cater to a more extensive customer base.



Online consultation marketplaces are primarily dependent upon their communication channels
for offering various services. Experts recommend re-evaluating marketing channels to uplift the
general approach towards customers.

These strategies can help online consultancy marketplaces to get back on their feet in these
difficult times. Revised digital marketing strategies and customer engagement will give an
excellent head start to the online consultancy marketplace. Focusing upon customer priorities is
the key to success in the online consultation marketplace.

Improving Communication Channels



Tips To Maximise Your ROI

The returns from the online consultancy marketplace depend on many factors. Consultancy firms earn
operational efficiency returns, increased profits, enhanced brand awareness, reduced expenses, etc. Defining
quantifiable benchmarks and clear goals are necessary to gain maximum ROI from consultancy service.

Consultancy services must clearly define potential returns from their investment. It will help in driving the various
aspects of the organisation accordingly. Calculating current returns and evaluation of new scopes is also beneficial
for maximising ROI. Online consultancy marketplaces require continuous integration of new tools, technology,
and workforce to experience a significant increase in their returns.

Increasing revenue is also dependent upon costs and a net gain in profits. Constantly evaluate sales revenue
structure in a way so that it can provide maximum returns with existing business practices. Online consultancy
marketplaces should use available data and marketing tools to earn maximum returns on their investment.
Marketing analytics tools also help in recognising potential scopes of making higher returns.

Byju is India's largest online consultation marketplace, currently valued at 11.1 billion. It is an interactive platform for teachers to share their
knowledge and students to study. Byju's allowed Indian students to learn from some of the top educators worldwide. It is an Edtech platform
that caters to students from grade 1 to National-level entrance exams. 

The digital marketing giant cleverly understood the needs of the Indian education system that comprises more than 260 million students. Byju
now uses analytics processing tools to understand the preferences and choices of the students. It has been offering a custom learning
experience to every student.

Live Case Study Byju Online Consultation Marketplace



7. Byju's Revenue Model

Byju's is driven by a freemium business model where a host of services are available for free.
However, students willing to access more comprehensive content need to opt for paid
subscriptions. In 2019, Byjus made around Rs 1341 crores of revenue and Rs 20 crores of profit
due to an increase in number of paid subscribers.

This Edtech platform created a series of successful marketing campaigns that helped them
gain a significant business volume. Byju's colossal success is primarily due to the effective use
of marketing tools like SEO optimisation, Google ads, and social media marketing. The
company cleverly targeted the parent community for advertising their products and services.

Byju's journey clearly shows that it is essential to understand the behaviour of the target
audience to sustain in the online consultancy marketplace. This approach also plays a vital
role in creating a robust marketing strategy. Byju's always used the latest marketing strategy
for attracting new customers to their platform. Analysing a campaign's day-to-day
performance and improvising it for better results determines an online consultancy
marketplace's success.



 8. Future Perspectives of Online Consultancy Business

The online consultancy marketplace is valued at $250 billion globally. Currently, the consultancy
marketplace comprises businesses of all types and sizes from various domains. However, it is essential to
understand the factors that can potentially affect consultancy firms in the coming days. The emergence of
new technologies, distributed processing, and related software has fuelled the ever-increasing demand for
web-based services; thus, online platforms became an integral part of everyday life. Online consultation
marketplace now offers a wide range of services like finance, academics, web development, e-commerce,
healthcare, agriculture, fitness, and more.

The consultancy in the marketplace has evolved significantly over the last few years. It has become a
medium of interaction between clients and their respective service providers. Now clients are looking for
more valuable services online. Experts believe that the coming days will be an age of disruption due to rapid
technological advancements. It will put several business models in industries at risk while creating new
opportunities for modern distribution channels and business models. Digitisation will completely transform
the way common people interact with businesses. 

Strategic technologies allow consultancy platforms to help their clients make the most of technical tools
and resources. Consultancy services help businesses integrate modern technologies to improve operational
efficiency and resource channeling. Besides, they enable enterprises to bridge the gap between their
strategies and technologies. Companies are now able to evaluate their products, services, and technologies
as per market needs. Consulting firms help businesses establish themselves in the digital ecosystem.

 



The incorporation of a data analytics tool provides a clear picture of the various entities in a business. Online consultancy
platforms help business owners to monetise and manipulate data from multiple resources. The growing demand for online
consultancy marketplaces will also change the competition in the market. Reputed firms will now try to acquire value-based
data to gain maximum ROI.

 The growth and expansion of the online consultancy marketplace will have an impact on all various industries. Changes in
customer preferences will be far-reaching and will make a visible impact on the economy and society. The emergence of digital
technologies like cloud computing, artificial intelligence, big data, social media, remote access will open new opportunities for
innovation and entrepreneurship. Technological advancements will greatly influence professional consultancy services.
Digitisation will bring a series of transformation processes in delivering and organizing consultancy services.



9. Summary

When it comes to building an online consultancy marketplace, the difficult part is not
creating a website. An entrepreneur's most challenging task is to define a suitable business
model that will sustain itself in this highly competitive market. Experts always recommend
spending sufficient time evaluating and building the first version of an online consultancy
platform. Here the trick is to gain enough knowledge about the audience and offer them
the best possible experience right from the beginning.

One must always look for traits that help understand the business model is on the right
path. In the initial days of a business, word of mouth is equally important as other
marketing channels. Focus on repeat business with buyers, positive feedback, and more
listing from sellers.

Developing an online consultancy marketplace from scratch is relatively more complex
than setting up an eCommerce storefront. However, once the business establishes itself in
the online market with a substantial client network, it will have a higher chance of
sustaining in the digital space. Consultancy marketplaces should have sufficient room for
the introduction of clients and businesses; currently, numerous niches are waiting to be
explored in the online consultancy marketplace. It is the perfect time to start your journey
in the online consultancy marketplace, as it will grow by several folds in the coming years.


